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While consumers currently use VR for entertainment, a wide range of serious applications have been proposed in the past and are currently explored by industry and academia [11, 17]. VR systems also offer great potential to create pleasant working or study environments for office workers or students. Commuters in trains and cars [11], or employees working from home could wear an HMD to sit virtually in their familiar working environment or attend business meetings far away. External visual and auditory distractions can be blocked completely, which would aid productive and focused work. Furthermore, VR allows the creation of entirely new environments with vast three-dimensional display space in any direction. VR user interfaces are no longer bound to rectangular two-dimensional displays limited by the size of our desks. Future VR systems could supersede current interaction paradigms and enable improved work performance.

Present HMDs deliver rich and high immersion due to the latest technology advances. They deliberately limit the connection to the real world to create a high level of immersion and strong sensation of presence. Unfortunately, visual immersion not only substitutes real world distractions but also makes it impossible to see the physical keyboard and mouse which are essential for high-bandwidth general purpose interaction [10]. Typewriting is the most used generic text input method for desktop computing. To enable users to work as efficiently in a virtual environment as in a real office they require high performance input devices. Especially for users who are not fluent touch typists, text input quickly becomes tiresome if they cannot see their hands or the keyboard.

Different solutions have been proposed for text input while immersed in VR. They embrace point and click solutions with tracked controllers, handwriting with a pen on a tablet or speech. Others overlay the virtual environment with a cropped video stream of the real world. None of these solutions can facilitate high-performance text input known from real world typing. Of course the user can take off the HMD every time a text input needs to be made, however this quickly becomes inconvenient and destroys the immersion.

To enable performant typing in VR, we developed a apparatus that visually represents the user’s hands and the physical keyboard of a desktop workspace in VR. Keyboard and fingers are tracked and visualized in real time to support the user visu-
ally to interact with the peripheral. In a text input study, with particular emphasis on the hand visualization, we evaluated typing speed and accuracy in contrast to real life typing.

This work paves the way for efficient work in VR due to new techniques for generic text input in VR. We present design recommendations for the most suitable hand visualization depending on the typing proficiency. We contribute with our findings on the effect of avatar hands on typing performance in VR using a physical keyboard. With our apparatus, we regulate the workload while typing in VR and eliminate the frustration of taking off the HMD and destroying the sense of presence.

RELATED WORK

The first Virtual Reality HMD system was created in 1968 by computer scientist Ivan Sutherland [15]. With new technology advances companies like HTC, Oculus and Sony recently catapulted virtual reality into the living rooms. However, the potential which lies within education and business and beyond gaming is largely under-explored. We review text input solutions tailored for VR and works exploring the effect of avatar hands on VR environments.

Text input

Current game-controllers or gesture interfaces are suitable for micro inputs and games. Unfortunately, they fail to support high bandwidth generic input. Researchers, developers, and stakeholders have proposed a wide variety of different text input solutions for VR. A comparison of early works using pen, keyboard and gesture-based techniques showed that the achieved text input rates of less than 14 words per minute (WPM) stay far behind real world typing speeds on a physical keyboard [2]. Gonzales et al. [4] confirmed these results analyzing a different set of input devices developed for text input in VR.

All commercially available controllers enclosed with the HMD of HTC, Oculus and Sony support text input on a virtual keyboard. Users point a virtual ray with the controller onto a character and confirm the selection with a button press. Alternatively, a built-in touch pad can be used to move the pointer around. Similarly, R. Kim and J. Kim [7] use the touch screen with hovering capabilities of a smartphone for selecting characters on a virtual keyboard. With their input technique they achieve up to 9.2 WPM.

The Microsoft HoloLens supports text input in augmented reality applications through a holographic keyboard and a pointer which is controlled using head rotation. Yu et al. [21] also studied head-based text entry for VR and combined the concept with gesture-word recognition whereby experienced users perform up to 25 WPM. The VR system FaceTouch [5] leverages a touch-sensitive front cover of the HMD and the sense of proprioception to enable text input with up to ten WPM on a virtual keyboard.

None of these approaches can keep up high input speed and usability known from typing on a physical keyboard. Recently, researchers focused on augmenting VR by incorporating a video stream of reality into the virtual environment to compensate typing performance decrease [10]. Lin et al. [8] extend this approach by utilizing a depth camera to display a point cloud of a user’s hands beside a rendered virtual representation of the physical keyboard. To compensate for the increased error rate introduced while typing in VR, Walker et al. propose to use decoders known from text entry on touchscreens to correct errors [18, 19]. Overall, it remains an open challenge how to build a VR system that supports accurate and fast text input that can compete with typing on a regular desktop setup.

Avatar Hands

The effectiveness of virtual environments has been linked to the subjective experience of being and acting at one place while physically situated at another [20]. New sensors can easily determine the hands pose and position to render them in VR accordingly. Displaying them increases the immersion and presence and further enables natural user interaction within the virtual environment [1]. Schwind et al. [13] investigated the effect of different hand renderings on presence. Results highlight the importance of users’ diversity when designing virtual reality experiences.

We take the current body of related work and investigate how hand representation regarding model, texture, and transparency affect typing performance, workload and felt presence. We restrict the physical environment to a seated setup while the user feeds text into the system via a physical keyboard.

REALIZING TYPING IN VIRTUAL REALITY

For any physical keyboard based text input users execute, they need to localize and reach out to the keyboard in a first step. Localizing could either happen visually or haptically using the surface features of the keyboard. VR HMDs prevent the user from visually localizing any physical peripherals. A system realizing effortless typing in virtual realities should support the user with an easy to understand representation of the keyboard’s location in relation to their fingers. According to Feit et al. [3], non-touch typists’ gaze switches up to 1.2 times between the display and the keyboard within a sentence. They spend up to 41% of their attention looking at the keyboard. Hence, an accurate representation of the keyboard and hands seems necessary particularly for this group of typists.

Figure 1: Side by side illustration of the real environment (left) and the virtual reality replica (right).
IMPLEMENTATION
To investigate the different aspects of typing in a virtual environment, we implemented our VR apparatus using an Oculus Rift Consumer Version 1 (CV 1). The Oculus camera tracks the headsets position. We incorporated a motion tracking system comprising eight OptiTrack 13W cameras and the Motive 1.10 motion capture software for very accurate finger and keyboard tracking. Twenty-three 4 mm retroreflective markers are affixed to anatomical landmarks of each hand to ensure precise tracking of each joint and bone of the hand. During the application startup, markers are seamlessly analyzed and automatically mapped to the virtual skeleton. In case of losing track of a marker during typing due to occlusion, our software automatically reassigns it, when it reappears, to untracked joints following a nearest neighbor approach. The layout of the markers is depicted in Figure 2.

A second generation Apple wireless keyboard is used for text input. Four retroreflective markers are attached to the top of the keyboard to enable repositioning of the keyboard during runtime to allow comfortable typing. The precise and interactive virtual replica of the keyboard is rendered according to physical position and keypresses in the virtual environment.

Our apparatus uses the OptiTrack NetNat SDK for streaming position data of bones, joints, and keyboard in real time. Our application and the virtual environment are implemented using the Unity game engine 5.4.0.

METHOD
Our apparatus enables users to see the virtual representation of a physical keyboard and their own hands. The goal of this study is to evaluate the effect of virtual hand representation and hand transparency on typing performance of experienced and inexperienced typists in VR. Further, we investigate the overall typing experience by measuring the task load and sense of presence. We used a mixed nested factorial design with the nested within-subject variable HAND and the between-subject variable TRANSPARENCY and the between-subject variable TYING EXPERIENCE. For HAND we had three different levels. All hands were presented with 0% and 50% TRANSPARENCY. In addition, we use 100% TRANSPARENCY resulting in no hand visualization and the real world scenario. An overview of all eight conditions is shown in Figure 3. Typing performance was measured while participants typed outside of VR on the real world apparatus, or inside of VR seeing different hands with varying transparency levels.

Subjects
In a first step, we asked 80 (5 female) participants to conduct a simple online typing test. Based on their results ($M = 53.3$ WPM, $SD = 18.8$), we invited a random sample of 16 participants with more and 16 participants with less than 53.3 WPM to shape groups of inexperienced and experienced typists. The 32 participants (three female) were aged from 18 to 27 ($M = 21.9$, $SD = 2.3$). Thirteen participants had previous experience with VR. Fourteen of them were wearing corrective lenses during the study. Participants received a small gratuity and either 10 EUR or course credits as compensation for their participation.

Apparatus
The apparatus for this study comprised two individual setups. One facilitated the real world typing task, the other allowed users to type on a physical keyboard while immersed in VR.

Real World Apparatus
The real world setup served as a baseline and consisted of a six generation 27 inch Apple iMac with Intel Core i5 and a second generation Apple wireless keyboard. The computer was running a full-screen typing application showing one stimulus after another at the display. It was developed in Unity game engine 5.4.0.

Virtual Reality Apparatus
For the virtual reality setup, we used our developed VR apparatus. We designed an alike looking virtual environment representation of our laboratory including the real world study apparatus comprising the iMac. The real world apparatus next to the virtual replica is shown in Figure 1. Our experiment was running on a Windows PC with an Intel i7-6700, 16GB RAM, and a Nvidia GTX980. The target frame rate was set to 90 frames per second (FPS) to match the refresh rate of the Oculus Rift CV 1. Of course, there is a latency between a user’s finger movement and photons hitting the user’s retina. We used the provided performance toolboxes to monitor the latency. The summed up calculated latency caused by motion tracking, rendering pipeline, and HMD never exceeded 30 ms during the study.

Task
In this study participants had to accomplish a simple text input task on a physical keyboard. Participants were asked to place their hands left and right next to the keyboard to mimic aperiodic typing. Being in this resting pose, a 3-second countdown, displayed on the (virtual) iMac, started. After it elapsed, a random phrase from the MacKenzie and Soukoreff [9] phrase set was displayed. Participants were asked to enter the phrase as accurately and fast as possible. Phrases were presented at the top of the (virtual) display while participants’ input was shown underneath. Participants were allowed to correct errors but also to confirm inaccurate or incomplete phrases. Pressing
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We conducted multiple four-way repeated measure analyzes of variance (RM-ANOVA) with the within-subjects variables **VIRTUAL REALITY**, **HAND**, **TRANSPARENCY**, and the betw-en-subjects variable **TYPOING EXPERIENCE**. As previously mentioned, the within-subjects factor **HAND** is a nested factor of the **VIRTUAL REALITY** condition. **TRANSPARENCY** is nested into **HANDS**, which means that conditions of a nested factor cannot be compared with levels of factors above (e.g., there is no transparency in the **Real World** condition). All significance levels are at $\alpha = .05$.

**Procedure**

After welcoming the participants, we asked them to sign the consent form and take a seat next to the apparatus. While attaching the 23 self-adhesive markers to each hand, we explained all devices and the course of the study to the participants. Afterward, the participant placed his hands within the tracking volume, and we defined the four markers at the dorsum of the hand as rigid bodies. In the last preparation step, we adjusted the HMD to the participant’s head and calibrated it to the participant’s inter pupil distance for best visual results. Then participants started with the typing task. After each task (three sets of 10 phrases), they had to fill out the NASA-TLX [6] and presence questionnaire (PQ) [20]. Subsequently, they repeated the procedure using the next hand representation. The first set of ten phrases at the start of each condition was a practice set to familiarize the participant with the different appearances. We did not include this set in our analysis. For the baseline outside of **VIRTUAL REALITY**, participants had to take off the HMD and move to the real setup to continue with the text input task. **HANDS** and **VIRTUAL REALITY** were presented in a counterbalanced order using a full latin square to prevent sequence effects. Throughout the study, we logged every keystroke including the timestamp for offline analyses. After all eight iterations, we asked for comments about their experience, typing performance, and which hand representation they finally preferred. Including debriefing and detaching the self-adhesive markers, participants completed the study in 70 to 110 minutes.

**RESULTS**

We found a significant effect of **VIRTUAL REALITY**, $F(1,30) = 22.97, p < .001$, and an interaction effect of **VIRTUAL REALITY × TYPOING EXPERIENCE**, $F(1,30) = 22.97, p < .001$. Furthermore, we found a significant effect of **HAND**, $F(3,90) = 8.336, p < .001$, but no interaction effect of **HAND × TYPOING EXPERIENCE**, $F(3,90) = .439, p < .726$. And we found no significant effects of **TRANSPARENCY**, $F(3,90) = 1.596, p = .196$, and no interaction of **TRANSPARENCY × TYPOING EXPERIENCE**, $F(3,90) = 1.022, p = .387$.

Post-hoc analysis was performed using Bonferroni corrected pairwise t-tests to determine statistically significant differences between the conditions. Due to the significant effects of **TYPOING EXPERIENCE**, we compared the measures between...
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Figure 4: Mean values of words per minute and corrected error rate for each condition. Error bars show standard error of the mean (SE). Exact values are also listed in Table 1.

experienced and inexperienced users separately. Due to no statistically significant effects of TRANSPARENCY, the data were aggregated across the transparency levels. For inexperienced users and the hand factor we found significant differences between No Hands and the Real World condition ($p < .001$), No Hands and Abstract Hands ($p = .024$), between Finger Tips and Real World ($p = .006$), between Abstract Hands and the Real World condition ($p < .001$), and between Real World and the Realistic Hands ($p = .041$). No significant differences were found by comparing the other hand pairs (all with $p > .05$). Furthermore, we found no significant differences between the hand conditions only considering experienced typing users in VR (all with $p = 1$).

We summarize that the rendering of hands in VR has a significant effect on the typing performance measured using the WPM for inexperienced users in VR. The actual appearance of hands had no significant effect on the WPM measure of experienced users in typing.

Error Rate

One measure as an indicator of the users’ typing performance alongside the WPM is the number of errors in the transcribed string. The Error Rate is given by the minimum string distance (MSD) between the transcribed string ($T$) and the presented phrase ($P$). The Error Rate in percent is:

$$ ErrorRate = \frac{MSD(P,T)}{\max(|P|,|T|)} \times 100 $$

It captures the minimum number of insertions, deletions, or substitutions we have to perform to change one phrase into another [14].

We found a significant effect of VIRTUAL REALITY, $F(1,30) = 6.463, p = .016$, but no interaction effect of VIRTUAL REALITY × TYPING EXPERIENCE, $F(1,30) = 3.086, p = .089$ on the correction measure. There was no significant effect of HAND, $F(3,90) = 2.389, p < .073$ and no significant interaction of HAND × TYPING EXPERIENCE, $F(3,90) = 1.034, p = .381$. Both TRANSPARENCY, $F(3,90) = .158, p = .924$, as well as the interaction of TRANSPARENCY × TYPING EXPERIENCE, $F(3,90) = .337, p = .799$, were not significant. Pairwise post-hoc comparisons of the corrections showed no differences between the conditions of experienced and inexperienced users (all with $p > .05$).

Corrections

Neither WPM nor Error Rate captures the number of corrections and edits made during text input. The Corrected Error Rate [14] represents the effort put into correcting errors. We calculated the Corrected Error Rate by offline analysis of the keystroke log file. Therefore, we analyzed the log file and sought characters appearing in the keystroke log file, but not in the final transcribed text.
We found a significant effect of Virtual Reality, \( F(1, 30) = 14.4, p < .001 \), and an interaction effect of Virtual Reality \( \times \) Typing Experience, \( F(1, 30) = 18.4, p < .001 \) on the corrected error rate. There was a significant effect of Hand, \( F(3, 90) = 9.933, p < .001 \), however, no interaction of Hand \( \times \) Typing Experience, \( F(3, 90) = 2.03, p = .115 \). Both Transparency, \( F(3, 90) = 1.006, p = .393 \), as well as the interaction of Transparency \( \times \) Typing Experience, \( F(3, 90) = 2.527, p = .062 \), were not significant.

Pairwise post-hoc comparisons of the ratio between correct and overall inputs considering inexperienced users in typing showed significant differences between all hands and the No Hands condition (all with \( p < .05 \)). Further pairwise comparisons considering other pairs and pairwise comparisons of experienced typists were not significant (all with \( p > .05 \)).

Response Time Until the 1st Correct Keypress

For several applications, the time to react on a specific event using keyboard input is a critical measure of typing performance. After the expiration of the countdown, we recorded the time (in s) a user needed for the first correct keyboard input.

Virtual Reality had a significant effect on the reaction time, \( F(1, 30) = 22.85, p < .001 \), however, there was no interaction of Virtual Reality \( \times \) Typing Experience, \( F(1, 30) = .19, p = .666 \). We found a significant effect of Hand, \( F(3, 90) = 17.947, p < .001 \), however, not on Hand \( \times \) Typing Experience, \( F(3, 90) = .374, p = .772 \). There were no effects of Transparency, \( F(3, 87) = 1.324, p = .271 \), or Transparency \( \times \) Typing Experience, \( F(3, 90) = .872, p = .459 \).

Pairwise post-hoc comparisons of the average response times until the first correct keyboard input revealed significant differences between all hands and the No Hands condition for inexperienced as well as experienced users in typing (all with \( p < .001 \)). Other pairwise comparisons of the reaction time measure were not significant (all with \( p > .05 \)). Thus, particularly to have No Hands in VR affected the initial reaction time for the first keyboard event negatively for both inexperienced and experienced users in typing.

Subjective Measures

Further analyses were conducted to assess how the participants subjectively perceived the virtual hands. We asked for perceived work load and presence. All measures are shown in Figure 5.

Task Load Index (NASA-TLX)

To assess the users’ perceived task load of each hand we used the TLX score of the NASA-TLX questionnaire. We found significant main effects of Virtual Reality, \( F(1, 30) = 17.514, p < .001 \), and Hand, \( F(3, 90) = 13.735, p < .001 \), but no effect of Transparency, \( F(3, 90) = 0.676, p = .569 \). There were no interaction effects and none of the TLX measures was significantly affected by Typing Experience (all with \( p > .05 \)).

Pairwise post-hoc comparisons of typing accuracy between the conditions considering the aggregated TLX measures across Transparency and Typing Experience show statistically significant differences between No Hands (\( M = 9.906, SD = 3.583 \)) and Finger Tips Hands (\( M = 7.698, SD = 3.463 \), with \( p = .025 \)), between No Hands and Abstract Hands (\( M = 7.021, SD = 3.348 \), with \( p < .001 \)), between No Hands and Real Hands (\( M = 5.542, SD = 3.500 \), with \( p < .001 \)), between No Hands and Realistic Hands (\( M = 6.625, SD = 2.954 \), with \( p < .001 \)), and between Finger Tips Hands and Real Hands (\( p = .030 \)).

We summarize that having No Hands caused a significantly higher workload than the other conditions for both experienced as well as inexperienced users in typing. The lowest TLX score within the conditions of Virtual Reality was achieved by using Realistic Hands.

Presence

The presence questionnaire (PQ) was primarily designed to compare experiences in VR [20]. For the sake of completeness and to avoid potential biases, we asked for presence in the Real World condition as well. The overall score was averaged. Subscales are not considered in the following analysis. We found a significant effect of Virtual Reality, \( F(1, 30) = 99.62, p < .001 \), and Hand, \( F(3, 90) = 13.269, p < .001 \), but no effect of Transparency, \( F(3, 90) = .549, p = .650 \).

Table 1: Means and Standard Deviations (SD) of the typing performance indices of inexperienced and experienced typists: words per minute (WPM), error rate, corrected characters per phrase, and the time for the 1st correct keypress.
DISCUSSION

Our results show that the typing performance of mainly inexperienced users using a physical keyboard in VR was significantly decreased compared to real world text input. This is confirmed by several works evaluating typing in VR [8, 10, 19]. Experienced typists’ text input performances were not significantly affected by missing hands or the different hand visualizations. However, rendering virtual avatar hands significantly increases the typing performance, response time, and typing accuracy of inexperienced users. Renderings of each virtual hand pair brought their typing performance back to a level that did not significantly differ from measurements in the real world.

Our results neither confirm an effect of appearance nor of transparency. Related to the degree of realism or human likeness of a virtual avatar, previous work suggests an effect of the Uncanny Valley. As we found no effects between abstract and very realistic hands, we cannot confirm an effect of the Uncanny Valley on the typing performance in VR.

Since the mental workload increases while typing in the virtual world, we assume that users are rather focused on the typing task than on the appearance of their hands. This finding is supported by two studies by Schwind et al. [12, 13] which reported that participants were highly focused while performing
a typing task using virtual hands and non-physical keyboards in VR. In the present study, we confirm these observations even using a physical keyboard in VR.

Our results show that the workload is statistically higher for all typists when no hands are visible. However, experienced typists’ workload is not affected by typing in VR as long as hands are rendered. This leads to the assumption that hand rendering has less impact on typing performance since experienced typists do not rely as much on the visual cues. Further, Realistic Hands caused the lowest workload for all, while maintaining the highest presence scores for typing in VR. Abstract or the absence of hands causes lower presences and a higher workload. We assume that the possible negative effect of latency, tracking errors as well as limited headset resolution and field of view contribute to the increased workload for inexperienced typists since they rely on seeing the own hands while typing [3]. Video see-through solutions [10] could minimize some of these factors like tracking errors or latency, though at the expense of full control over the hand and keyboard rendering as well as higher levels of immersion.

Setting typing performance, workload, and measured presence into contrast, our results suggest a correlation in particular for inexperienced typists, who seem to struggle more with abstract hand representations. We assume they need more visual guidance and abstract hands look less familiar to them. For future systems that enable typing in VR, our findings imply rendering realistic looking hands for best typing performance as well as high presence.

Limitations and Future Work
To achieve precise tracking and visual accuracy, our apparatus relays on a high-quality motion capturing system. Hence, our setup is not mobile and self-adhesive retroreflective markers need to be attached to each hand. Large occlusion of markers or palm up-facing hand poses cause the tracking to fail. We evaluated the Leap Motion2, a small sensor specific for hand tracking, to build a mobile version of our apparatus. Positional tracking is almost accurate enough, however, cannot match the precision of a professional motion capturing system. For the future, we envision a small, mobile sensor with high accuracy to build a truly mobile setup.

With our apparatus, experienced typists can perform text input as fast as in the real world. Inexperienced typists are on average only 5.6 WPM slower. We will further investigate different visualizations and layout to further optimize their performance or even outperform real world typing.

CONCLUSION
Consumer virtual reality is still in the fledgling stages and mainly targets entertainment use cases. We have shown the potential of VR for a wide variety of use cases by enabling natural generic text input on a physical keyboard while being immersed in a virtual environment. Our apparatus comprises a calibration free, low latency, and accurate finger tracking with a state of the art head mounted display. Thus we can create virtual environments allowing for effortless typing in VR.

We conducted a text input study with a total of 32 typists of different skill levels and tested their typing performance based on various hand representations and transparency in a virtual environment. In the study, we found no significant difference in typing speed for the experienced typists using avatar hands. Inexperienced typists require hand visualizations to orient themselves in VR while transparency has no effects. They were just 5.6 WPM slower in VR using transparent realistic hands. Further, results show that all typists benefit from seeing a representation of their hands during non-contiguous typing. Results show that experienced typists are less affected by different hand rendering. For all typists, realistic hands rendering are in favor to generates the highest presence with the lowest workload.

A new combination of mobile HMDs, advanced finger trackers and a keyboard could allow us to have a truly mobile office. For the future, we envision working in well-known but highly flexible virtual environments completely independent of where we are physically located.
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